Congratulations on your purchase of the Mealthy CrispLid and welcome to the Mealthy Movement! The CrispLid is a fun and easy way to crisp, broil, and air-fry food in your pressure cooker!

The Mealthy CrispLid is designed to be used with any electric pressure cooker, 6- or 8-quart. Your safety and satisfaction with the Mealthy CrispLid are our #1 priority. This guide introduces you to your CrispLid and how it works. Read all instructions carefully and thoroughly before use.

Let’s get started!
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Pictures in this guide are for reference only.
Important Safeguards – Safety First!

Read all instructions before use; save this guide for future reference!

1. NEVER use an extension cord with your Mealthy CrispLid. The short power cord is specifically made as a safety precaution to reduce the risk of children grabbing or playing with the cord, and to keep you from tripping over a long cord.

2. NEVER use CrispLid without STEEL inner pressure cooker cooking pot in place. NEVER use CrispLid with bowls or pots other than the inner stainless STEEL POT of electric pressure cooker. NEVER use CrispLid with ceramic or aluminum pressure cooker pots.

3. The CrispLid is intended for countertop use ONLY with an electric pressure cooker. Ensure the surface is level, clean, and dry.

4. To prevent overheating, temperatures at or above 450°F have a maximum cook time of 20 minutes. ALWAYS Let inner steel pot and CrispLid cool for at least 10 minutes before cooking at or above 450°F again.

5. ALWAYS ensure CrispLid is properly positioned before use.

6. ALWAYS use caution when operating your CrispLid. Keep CrispLid AWAY from children or individuals whose physical, sensory, or mental abilities may prevent safe use of the appliance.

7. NEVER use CrispLid when pressure cooker is on or plugged in.

8. To reduce the risk of electric shock, cook ONLY in the stainless STEEL pot of an electric pressure cooker. NEVER use an aluminum or ceramic coated pot with your CrispLid.

9. To eliminate a choking hazard for young children, REMOVE and DISCARD any protective film and bags fitted over the device and its accessories.

10. NEVER place CrispLid on or near hot gas, ceramic, induction, or electric burners. Doing so can cause damage, injury, and will void your warranty.

11. NEVER place CrispLid in an oven. Doing so can cause damage, injury, and will void your warranty.

12. To prevent electrical shock, NEVER immerse cord or CrispLid in water or any other liquid. DO NOT rinse CrispLid under a tap. Doing so can cause damage, injury, and will void your warranty.
13. Use **EXTREME CAUTION** when handling hot food and hot surfaces to avoid injury.

14. **NEVER** move electric pressure cooker when CrispLid is positioned and in use. Doing so can cause damage, injury, and will void your warranty.

15. **ALWAYS** ensure electric pressure cooker is **OFF** and **UNPLUGGED** when using your CrispLid.

16. Pressure cooker stainless steel pot will be extremely hot during and after cooking. **ALWAYS** use protective gloves/mitts.

17. Regularly inspect your CrispLid and its power cord and plug. **DO NOT** use CrispLid if there is damage to the power cord or plug. If CrispLid malfunctions or is damaged in any way, immediately stop use and call Customer Service.

18. The Mealthy CrispLid is for household use only. **NEVER** use CrispLid for anything other than its intended use. **DO NOT** use in moving vehicles or boats. **DO NOT** use outdoors. Doing so can cause damage, injury, and will void your warranty.

19. **NEVER** tamper with, disassemble, or otherwise remove any portion of the CrispLid. This can damage your CrispLid and will void your warranty.

20. **DO NOT** use abrasive cleaners, steel wool, or scouring pads to clean your CrispLid. Refer to Care and Cleaning for more information.

21. To avoid injury, **NEVER** drape cord over counter edge.

22. **DO NOT** cover air intake vent or air outlet vent while CrispLid is in use is closed. This can cause uneven cooking and damage the CrispLid.

23. The CrispLid becomes extremely hot during cooking process. **ALWAYS** use care and caution when removing CrispLid.

24. **ALWAYS** set hot CrispLid on provided silicone trivet or other heat-resistant surface after use until device cools down. **NEVER** place hot CrispLid directly on countertop or heat-sensitive surface.

25. **NEVER** connect CrispLid to an external timer switch or separate remote-control system.
26. **ALWAYS** provide adequate space above and around CrispLid for proper air circulation.

27. **NEVER** use CrispLid or accessories in a microwave, toaster oven, convection oven, conventional oven, or on a ceramic, electric, gas, or induction cooktop, or outdoor grill. This can damage your CrispLid and will void your warranty.

28. **ALWAYS** ensure CrispLid is clean before using. **NEVER** let power cord come in contact with hot surfaces.

29. **NEVER** use your CrispLid to deep fry foods with oil. Doing so can cause damage, injury, and will void your warranty.

30. To prevent possible illness, **ALWAYS** use a thermometer to verify that food is cooked to the temperatures recommended by the Food and Drug Administration. Visit www.fda.gov for more information about food safety.

31. Your CrispLid is **ONLY** intended for use in 120v~/60Hz electrical systems in North America. Your CrispLid has a 3-pronged grounding plug. **ALWAYS** plug power cord into a grounded electrical outlet.

32. Press the stop button to ensure no programs are running before unplugging.

33. **ALWAYS** unplug and let CrispLid cool down before cleaning or storing.

34. The heat from your CrispLid can cause stickers in the interior base of your electric pressure cooker to lose their adhesive qualities and come off. **ALWAYS** check stickers inside the base of your pressure cooker to ensure the stickers are either firmly adhered or, if they are coming off, remove the stickers.

35. **NEVER** put sealed canned food into pot when using your CrispLid. Doing so can cause damage, injury, and will void your warranty.

36. **NEVER** use plastic bags or plastic wrap in pot when using your CrispLid. **NEVER** use slow cooker liners or plastic pot liners when using your CrispLid. Doing so can cause damage, injury, and will void your warranty.

37. **ONLY** use provided or approved accessories with your CrispLid. Using unapproved or other accessories can cause damage and void your warranty.
The Mealthy CrispLid is designed with you in mind. Built to anticipate your every broiling, crisping, and air-frying needs, the CrispLid comes packaged with a 3-inch raised trivet, air-frying/broiling basket, silicone trivet, stainless steel tongs, and a recipe booklet (to get you started - for more recipes, check out www.mealthy.com).

Your Mealthy CrispLid is compatible with the Mealthy MultiPot and every brand of 6- and 8-quart electric pressure cooker on the market today. Because your safety and satisfaction are our #1 priority, we've built the CrispLid to the highest safety and functional standards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>POWER SUPPLY</th>
<th>RATED POWER</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>DIMENSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCL-100</td>
<td>120V ~ 60Hz</td>
<td>1000W</td>
<td>3½ lbs</td>
<td>10 x 10 x 4½ in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Your CrispLid consists of the main housing with heating unit and control panel situated on a glass lid. The glass lid fits both 6- and 8-quart electric pressure cookers. The main housing consists of the handle, control panel, vents, heating element, fan, and stainless steel cover over the heating element and fan.
Getting started with your CrispLid is quick and convenient.

1. Ensure your 6 or 8 quart electric pressure cooker is off, unplugged, and sitting on a flat surface.

2. Place the inner steel pot of your pressure cooker into the base.

3. Set the CrispLid trivet in the steel pot (for larger items, such as a whole chicken, use the stainless steel trivet provided with your electric pressure cooker), and the CrispLid fryer basket, if using, on the trivet, ensuring no food is sitting above the rim of the inner steel pot.

4. Place the CrispLid lid on top of the inner steel pot and plug in the CrispLid. Set time and temperature, then press ▶ to get cooking! For more information about the control panel of your CrispLid, refer to the **Controls** section.
5. Sometimes you might want to flip items or shake the basket during the cooking cycle. To do this, pull the handle of the CrispLid up. **ALWAYS** place the CrispLid on the provided silicone trivet when not in use and still hot.

6. Use the included tongs to remove the entire fryer basket. Align tongs tips with the basket handle, putting on tong tip through the handle to grip the outside of the basket and the other tip to grip the inside of the basket. Lift straight up to remove.

⚠️ **CAUTION**

**ALWAYS** use tongs and oven/silicone mitts when working with hot items to prevent burns.

7. After turning or shaking your food, replace the CrispLid and press the handle back into the down position. The CrispLid will remember your place within the cooking cycle for several seconds after you lift the handle. If handle is raised for an extended period of time, the CrispLid will default back to the most recent setting.

8. Replace the CrispLid on the inner steel pot and press ◀ to resume the cycle, or verify time and temperature then press ◀ to restart the cooking process.
The Mealthy CrispLid control panel consists of six buttons (temperature, time, +/-, stop, and start) and an LED screen which is outlined below. The LED screen displays time or temperature, depending on which was set most recently.

The handle of your CrispLid pauses the cooking process when raised. To pause cooking, simply lift the handle into the raised position. The CrispLid will beep several times to let you know cooking is paused. To restart the cooking process, lower the handle back down until it clicks into the locked position. Press ➤ to resume cooking.
Controls

TEMPERATURE
To select temperature, press ☄️. Use the +/- buttons to adjust temperature. You can press the start button from here or adjust temperature first.

TIMER
To select time, press ⏰. Use the +/- buttons to adjust time. You can press the start button from here or adjust temperature first.

⚠️ IMPORTANT
To prevent overheating, temperatures at or above 450°F have a maximum cook time of 20 minutes. ALWAYS Let inner steel pot and CrispLid cool for at least 10 minutes before cooking at or above 450°F again.

Temperatures below 450°F have a maximum cook time of 60 minutes.
START

After setting time and temperature, you are ready to cook! Press ▶ to begin cooking.

STOP

Press ■ at any time during the cooking cycle to stop cooking.

⚠️ IMPORTANT

To prevent overheating, temperatures at or above 450°F have a maximum cook time of 20 minutes. ALWAYS Let inner steel pot and CrispLid cool for at least 10 minutes before cooking at or above 450°F again.

Temperatures below 450°F have a maximum cook time of 60 minutes.
PAUSE COOKING

Lift handle to pause cooking. Press handle back into place and press ▶ to resume cooking. The CrispLid will remember your place within the cooking cycle for several seconds after you lift the handle. If handle is raised for an extended period of time, the CrispLid will default back to the most recent setting.

⚠️ CAUTION

NEVER place hot CrispLid on a non-heat-resistant surface. ALWAYS use included silicone trivet or another heat-resistant surface.
ADJUST SOUND

To turn off the sound, press and hold ■ until SOFF displays.

To turn on the sound, press and hold ■ until S ON displays.

RESET TO DEFAULT SETTINGS

To reset CrispLid to default settings, press and hold ► for 5 seconds. The original settings will display on the LED screen.
Broil/Crisp After Pressure Cooking

Follow these steps to broil or crisp foods after pressure cooking.

1. Remove pressure cooker lid according to manufacturer's instructions. Cancel all programs and unplug pressure cooker.

2. Transfer cooked food to steamer or broiler basket and remove/discard any liquid in inner pot. Return inner steel pot to pressure cooker base.

3. Place trivet into inner steel pot and place basket on trivet.

4. Set CrispLid on top of inner steel pot and plug CrispLid into a grounded 3-prong outlet.

5. Select temperature and time.

6. Press ► .

⚠️ IMPORTANT
To prevent overheating, temperatures at or above 450°F have a maximum cook time of 20 minutes. ALWAYS Let inner steel pot and CrispLid cool for at least 10 minutes before cooking at or above 450°F again.

NOTE: Lift handle at any time during cooking process to pause cooking.

NOTE: The CrispLid light will turn on and off during cooking, this is normal.

⚠️ CAUTION
When cooking is complete, ALWAYS place hot CrispLid on included silicone plate to cool. NEVER place hot CrispLid directly on your countertop or other non heat-resistant surface.
Follow these steps to air fry using your CrispLid.

1. Ensure pressure cooker is off and unplugged and inner pot is in place and empty.

2. Place trivet into inner pot. Place cooking basket on top of trivet.

3. Place food into basket.

4. Set CrispLid on top of inner pot and plug CrispLid into a grounded 3-prong outlet.

5. Select temperature and time.

6. Press 🔄.

⚠️ IMPORTANT
To prevent overheating, temperatures at or above 450°F have a maximum cook time of 20 minutes. ALWAYS Let inner steel pot and CrispLid cool for at least 10 minutes before cooking at or above 450°F again.

NOTE: Lift handle at any time during cooking process to pause cooking.

NOTE: The CrispLid light will turn on and off during cooking, this is normal.

⚠️ CAUTION
When cooking is complete, ALWAYS place hot CrispLid on included silicone plate to cool. NEVER place hot CrispLid directly on your countertop or other non heat-resistant surface.
Converting your air fryer recipes and pressure cooker recipes (that require broiling or crisping after pressure cooking) to CrispLid recipes is simple! Follow these directions to convert your air fryer and pressure cooker recipes.

**Pressure Cooker**

For pressure cooker recipes that require broiling or crisping after pressure cooking, follow the recipe directions through releasing pressure and removing the lid.

For recipes that require food to be cooked in or above (on a trivet) the cooking liquid, such as Fauxtisserie Chicken, drain the liquid from the pot after cooking. Return cooked items to pot on the original trivet or use the CrispLid trivet for closer access to the heating element. Set CrispLid on top of inner cooking pot, select desired temperature and time, and press the start button.

For recipes made in a pan, such as lasagna, remove the pan and drain the liquid from the pot. Place the CrispLid trivet in the empty inner cooking pot and set the pan with cooked item on the trivet. Set CrispLid on top of inner cooking pot, select desired temperature and time, and press the start button.

For recipes made directly in the inner cooking pot with no trivet or pan, such as scalloped potatoes, simply set the CrispLid on top of the inner cooking pot without draining any liquid. Set CrispLid on top of inner cooking pot, select desired temperature and time, and press the start button.

**Air Fryer**

Your air fryer recipes are in good hands with the CrispLid. Instead of preheating your CrispLid, follow your recipe and place the items to be cooked in the fryer basket (or pan indicated in your air fryer recipe). Place the trivet in the bottom of your empty pressure cooker inner pot, and set the fryer basket (or pan) on the trivet. Place your CrispLid on top of the inner cooking pot, set the temperature and time, and press start. Items may cook a few minutes more or less, depending on your recipe.
Wait until the unit has completely cooled before attempting to clean. Use a clean, damp cloth to wipe down the interior of the lid.

The perforated steel heating element cover can become discolored after use. This is a normal occurrence with stainless steel that is exposed to high heat and does NOT indicate damage or affect performance. To restore the original shine to the steel portions of your CrispLid, dip a clean cloth in white vinegar and rub into steel. Dry/buff immediately with a clean, dry cloth.

The trivet, basket, silicone plate, and tongs are dishwasher safe.

⚠️ CAUTION

NEVER remove perforated steel cover, screws, or dismantle lid in any way when cleaning; doing so can damage your CrispLid and will void your warranty.
The issues outlined in the following table do not necessarily indicate a faulty CrispLid. If you need additional support, we are always ready to assist you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE ISSUE</th>
<th>POSSIBLE CAUSE(S)</th>
<th>HOW DO I RESOLVE THE ISSUE?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LED screen flashes continuously, beeps several times, and the unit will not start.</td>
<td>The handle is not locked in the down position.</td>
<td>Press handle down until it clicks into place of the locked position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The CrispLid may have a faulty sensor or circuit.</td>
<td>Contact Mealthy Customer Support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel portions of unit are discolored.</td>
<td>This is a normal occurrence when stainless steel is exposed to high heat.</td>
<td>Refer to Care and Cleaning section.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer will not set above 20 minutes.</td>
<td>For temperatures above 450°F, max cook time is 20 minutes. For all other temperatures, max cook time is 60 minutes.</td>
<td>Verify temperature is below 450°F to set timer above 20 minutes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In certain rare situations an error code will display on the LED screen and the unit will beep several times. Use this table to determine the cause of the error and its corresponding solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ERROR CODE</th>
<th>POSSIBLE CAUSE(S)</th>
<th>HOW DO I RESOLVE THE ERROR?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E001</td>
<td>The CrispLid may have a faulty sensor.</td>
<td>Contact Mealthy Customer Support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E002</td>
<td>The CrispLid may have a faulty sensor or has short-circuited.</td>
<td>Contact Mealthy Customer Support.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Limited Warranty

Your satisfaction is very important to us at Mealthy, and we back that up with a 1-year warranty on your CrispLid.

When this appliance is operated and maintained in accordance with written instructions attached to or furnished with the product, Mealthy, Inc., will pay for either (i) repair labor to correct defects in materials or workmanship that existed when this appliance was purchased or (ii), at its sole and exclusive discretion, replace the appliance for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. In the event that your appliance is replaced, the Limited Warranty on the replacement appliance will expire at the original date (12 months from the original purchase date).

This Limited Warranty extends only to the original purchaser and use of the appliance in the United States of America. This warranty does not cover units that are used outside of the United States of America.

Any modification or attempted modification to your appliance may interfere with the safe operation of the appliance and will void this Limited Warranty. This Limited Warranty does not apply in respect of any appliance or any part thereof that has been altered or modified from its factory settings unless such alterations or modifications were expressly authorized by an Mealthy representative.

Mealthy is not responsible for shipping costs related to warranty service, save and except for shipping costs associated with the return of your appliance as provided herein.

Limitation and Exclusions

The liability of Mealthy, if any, for any allegedly defective appliance or part shall in no circumstances exceed the purchase price of a comparable replacement appliance.

This Limited Warranty does not cover:

1. Damage resulting from accident, alteration, misuse, abuse, neglect, unreasonable use, use contrary to the operating instructions, normal wear and tear, commercial use, improper assembly, disassembly, failure to provide reasonable and necessary maintenance, fire, flood, acts of God or repair by anyone other than an authorized Mealthy Representative.

2. Repairs where your appliance is used for other than normal, single-family household use or when it is used in a manner that is contrary to published user or operator instructions.
3. Use of unauthorized parts and accessories, or repairs to parts and systems resulting from unauthorized repairs or modifications made to this appliance. The cost of repair or replacement under these excluded circumstances shall be borne by you.

Disclaimer of Implied Warranties

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE HEREBY LIMITED TO ONE YEAR OR THE SHORTEST PERIOD ALLOWED BY LAW. Some states do not allow limitations to the duration of implied warranties of merchantability or fitness, so this limitation may not apply to you.

Disclaimer of Representations Outside of Warranty

Mealthy, Inc. makes no representation about the quality, durability, or need for service or repair of this appliance other than the representations contained in this warranty.

Limitation of Remedies; Exclusion of Incidental and Consequential Damage

YOUR SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER THIS LIMITED WARRANTY SHALL BE PRODUCT REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT AS PROVIDED HEREIN. MEALTHY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE APPLIANCE OR DAMAGES WITH RESPECT TO ANY ECONOMIC LOSS, PERSONAL INJURY, LOSS OF PROPERTY, LOSS OF REVENUES OR PROFITS, LOSS OF ENJOYMENT OR USE, COSTS OF REMOVAL, INSTALLATION OR OTHER CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF WHATSOEVER NATURE.

You the buyer may have other rights and remedies under your state's or province's applicable laws, which are in addition to any right or remedy which may be available under this limited warranty.

Warranty Registration

Visit [www.mealthy.com/productreg](http://www.mealthy.com/productreg) (or scan this QR code) within 30 days of purchase to register your Mealthy CrispLid and validate your warranty. You will be asked to provide the store name and date of purchase, along with your name and address. Your registration will enable Mealthy to keep you up-to-date with product developments, recipes, and contact you (in the unlikely event of a product safety notification). By registering, you acknowledge to have read and understood the instructions for use and warnings set forth in the accompanying instructions.
Join the Mealthy® Movement!

Download the Mealthy® app or visit www.mealthy.com for recipes, tips, tricks, and how-to videos!

Join the Mealthy Facebook Group today – just log into Facebook and search for Mealthy! Or scan this QR code for instant access.

www.mealthy.com • Get inspired on
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